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Housing and Jobs Growth

• New Opportunity Area in the new draft London Plan
• Required to deliver 7,500 new homes and 14,000 new jobs
• Significant infrastructure investment is needed to unlock growth

GWC Transport Network Issues
• Existing strategic road networks and rail services are nearing
capacity - the highway network can support only around 1,200
additional jobs and the rail network 4,200 jobs.
• Only one public bus service runs along the Golden Mile (the H91)
consequently several employers run their own shuttle services at
significant cost to employers.
• Two planned new schools off Syon Lane, will place additional
demands on the existing transport network from 2019.
• The Piccadilly and District line services skirt the Corridor rather
than serve it directly and are more than a 20-minute walk away.
• Heavy reliance on car travel, accounting for around 50% of
employment trips has resulted in severe traffic congestion and
poor air quality.
• Businesses have expressed concerns about accessibility and
connectivity being a key barrier to recruitment and retention.

The Transport Strategy 2019-2022
• LB Hounslow’s response to the Mayor’s Transport Strategy and
the aim that by 2040, 80% of trips will be by sustainable modes
• Provides core funding of £2.3m/annum
• The objectives of Hounslow’s third LIP are for a transport network
that is:
Healthy, Clean and Green
Reduce transport related emissions; improving the quality and
accessibility of the public realm and remove barriers to the uptake of
active travel.
Safe
Reduce the number of people killed and seriously injured on our
roads, contributing to the Mayor’s Vision Zero target.
Efficient
Ensure that the transport network operates in an efficient manner
facilitating economic growth in the borough and unlocks space for
new homes and jobs for all users, particularly through a shift from
private to public transport.

Key Transport Challenges for Hounslow
Air Quality
Poor air quality negatively impacts our health and reduces
the likelihood of walking and cycling.
Congestion
High levels of congestion have direct costs for businesses,
contribute to poor air quality and impact our mental health
through stress.
Severance
The separation of people and places due to large roads
such as the A4 discourages walking and cycling.
Orbital Transport Links
Hounslow’s transport network is dominated by radial
routes into London meaning that public transport services
do not always cater for local journeys.

Projects and Programmes – The Delivery Plan
Objective

Indicative Projects

Healthy, Clean Hounslow Priority Cycle Network, cycle parking
& Green expansion, urban realm improvement e.g. Feltham and
Safe
Efficient

Liveable Neighbourhoods bids, demand management
including STARS in schools
20mph roll-out, road engineering, cycle and pedestrian
training for children and adults, Safe Urban Driving
(HGVs), Bikesafe (Motorcycles)
Strategic rail schemes, Workplace Parking Levy
feasibility, bus network improvements, controlled
parking zones, electric vehicle support, car club
expansion

Strategic Rail Schemes

Southall Crossrail Link
3tph shuttle service between Brentford
Golden Mile to Southall Crossrail station.
BCR 3:1
Capex c£70-100m
Possible phase 2 to link to Brentford Mainline

Southern Rail Access to Heathrow
Recommended by Davies Commission as a
‘quick win’.
BCR for London – Heathrow stopping, inclusive
of Bedfont station + link to Surrey 6.9
CAPEX for LBH proposal, inclusive of station at
Bedfont £500-1bn
Pursuing a ‘possible Market Led Proposal’.

West London Orbital
4tph Cricklewood/Brent Cross to
Hounslow via Old Oak Common and
Brentford including a new station at Lionel
Road
Proposal 88 in new MTS.
Being progressed by WLA/TfL

SWT Hounslow Loop Services
Enhancement
Train lengthening (from 8 to 10 car trains) by
end 2017
Increase in frequency to Waterloo from 4tph to
6tph by end 2019
Increase to 8tph by end 2043
Committed by NR

New ‘Crossrail’ station for Brentford

A Workplace Parking Levy for the
Golden Mile?
“An annual charge made by a local authority on employers for the
number of parking spaces (‘workplace parking’) provided for
employees. Workplace parking spaces include only those parking
spaces that are regularly occupied.”
• Aligned with new Mayor’s transport strategy (Proposal 23)
Ring-fenced funding for:
• Strategic rail schemes
• Bus, cycle and pedestrian network improvements
• Help for employers – travel planning, EV charging
Benefits:
• Increased public transport capacity enabling new development
• Congestion reduction
• Air quality improvements
• Land value uplift

What benefits can workplace parking levies
bring?

Proposed Charging Area

Brentford Golden Mile
Station (proposed)

Improvements & Funding Levels
Estimated total This would fund…
Net Income over
(£ per space per
25 years*
annum)
(£ million)
Charge Level

500

44

750

70

1000

95

A contribution towards improved bus services and public realm in the
area
Unlikely to be enough to secure the delivery of the proposed link to the
new Elizabeth Line service at Southall without substantial additional
public funding.
Secure delivery of the link to the new Elizabeth Line service, and some
modest improvements to the wider public realm, bus services and
limited grant assistance with EV charging and cycle facilities for
businesses.
Allow significant investment in public realm; new and improved bus
routes including a potential express service along the A4. It would
ensure delivery of the link to the new Elizabeth Line at Southall.
May also allow a contribution to the West London Orbital, expediting
the delivery of this scheme to benefit the area.
Also included would be comprehensive travel planning assistance for
businesses as well as grants for EV charging and cycle parking
facilities.

Proposed Exemptions and Discounts
• Businesses with 10 or fewer workplace parking
spaces
• NHS premises
• Parking spaces solely for the use of customers and
occasional business visitors (defined as fewer than 4
visits per month)
• Parking spaces reserved for official fire and police
vehicles and ambulances
• Parking spaces used primarily by fleet or delivery
vehicles
• Parking spaces used solely by blue-badge holders
• Permanently unoccupied/unused parking spaces
• Electric Vehicles?

Nottingham WPL outcomes
• No impact on local economy
compared with comparator
cities
• New tram lines (and other
improvements including 56
electric buses) in place and
operational 3 years after WPL
introduced
• £53m revenue over 6 years,
mostly contributing to the tram
• WPL has levered in much more
in the form of grants and
investment
• 100% compliance

In figures
• Evaluation still not complete
• 77m pa public transport
journeys (2015/16) - up 15%
since 2004
• 9% decline in traffic since
2004
• Cycle trips up by a third since
2010
• Small impact on congestion
attributable to WPL
• 33% reduction in carbon
emissions since 2005
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Scheme setup and
trial period

• This is the first stage in a longer process, no decision has yet
been taken on whether to introduce a WPL in Hounslow.
• If the decision is made to proceed with the scheme, we will
then work with Transport for London (TfL) to develop a
detailed Business Case which will further consider the likely
impacts of a scheme. We would continue to engage with
businesses in the area throughout.
• Subject to the result of this work, we could commence a final,
statutory consultation in 2019/2020 in which we would
present a draft ‘Scheme Order’ which is a set of regulations
setting out the full details of the WPL.
• A
• To introduce a WPL in London requires approval by both the
local council and the Mayor of London. The Secretary of
State must also approve the use of revenue. This process
could potentially take place in 2020.
• Following a suitable trial period to allow for systems testing,
the scheme could then go live in 2021/22.
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